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The 2018-2019 school year was the year of growth, as an organization and for the girls we 
serve; we are happy to report that our second wave of graduating high school students is 
thriving and pursuing STEM majors in college. We also started a transformational process 
looking inwards and outwards with the goal to solidify the goals and objectives of our organi-
zation that permeate all we do, impacting all areas and people that collaborate with us, from 
our board to the staff and volunteers. We are certain that this new found clarity will allow us 
to achieve the next level of success. 

This year, we opened a new chapter, and we are now serving girls in seven chapters in the 
Denver metro area, and we strive to reach more girls. Part of our transformational process 
included a thorough evaluation of our programs. This evaluation confirmed some of our 
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strengths such as our hands-on activities which enhance girls’ confidence, collaboration, problem solving, and leadership 
abilities. This aligns with 21st century learning skills that are clear ways to enrich the lives of the girls we get to work with.  
The evaluation also revealed opportunities such as the need to have more in-depth conversations with our speakers. This Is 
why in the near future we are inviting professional women to collaborate with us in a formal mentorship program where they 
will receive coaching  to better enable them to pass that knowledge on to the young women at our chapters. 

We are excited by what the future has in store for our organization. We have begun to pivot in a direction that will allow 
us to reach the ultimate goal to work with 1 million girls by 2030. When we go hand in hand with our community and 
partners we are stronger, more able to grow, and poised create long term change, and for that we are grateful.  We are 
certain that together we can create mutually beneficial relationships by increasing opportunities for them and the next 
generation of girls we serve.  

Finally, we want to emphasize that we have improved our communication pathway to connect with you. We are ready 
to meet you and listen to your ideas, plans, and thoughts. Please reach out! 
 



Emma Goodwill. Alumni. Majoring 
in Computer Science and Math at 
University of Colorado, Boulder. 

While Emma was a sophomore at 
STEM Highschool, she attended 
one of Girls in STEM’s events. In her 
junior year, she became a member, 
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impactful in ways I didn’t necessarily 
see at the time, until I graduated, 
particularly in my confidence. When 
I started the program I didn’t feel 
comfortable speaking in a crowd, I 
didn’t feel comfortable voicing my 
opinion as much. By the end of it, just 
having to take that leadership role 
surrounding something I was passionate 
about… It was helpful in feeling more 
like I could depend on my own voice. I 
think that was pretty substantial and a 
big benefit I got from it.”

and by the time she became a se-
nior she served as a student officer, 
supporting communications and 
community outreach. Through our 
programs and events, we make sure 
that our members’ involvement 
and opportunities grow evenly and 
steadily. 



years and 
counting 

chapter 
leaders 

field 
trips

chapters

registered 
members

more than the 
previous year

girls 
served

hours 
of learning

CREATING CHANGE

5

9 6

7

139 46

200+

100+



events 

volunteer 
hours

volunteers

of Interactive 
Discussions

college 
scholarships

6

350 ~35

80+ hrs

3

Nicole Chen finalist for the Colorado 
Tech Association award, sponsored 
and awarded NCWIT award. 



K-12 School Districts 
Served 

Cherry Creek School District 
DSST Public Schools 
Jefferson County School District 
Douglas County School District 
Littleton Public Schools
Adams 12
Denver Publics School District 



Board of Directors Presiding

Thank you to our outgoing members who 
supported our work in 2018-2019: 

Shelly Souza  
Sravani Katamaneni 
Josh Kumin 
Rachel Carnaggio
Ana Miksche
Kristi Steinhilber

Karen Ramon 
Amy Cecil
Christina Henderson BO
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Individual Donations
Abby Candelora 
Abby Salzer 
Ale Spray
Amanda Lee
Amy Cecil
Amy Teryazos
Ana Miksche
Andrea Beebout 
Andrew Kumin
Anna Duckworth Byers
Ball Corporation employees
Buffy Ransom
Cara Middleton Ramsey
Christina Henderson

Christina Wisleder
David Lowry
David Stoner
Denny Wellen
Drew Cooper
Gabe Dash 
Geoffrey Muhlestein
Google employees
Greg Lose
Griffin Crafts 
H Susan Vincent
Heather Zelkowitz
James & Evelyn Rogers
Jen Thomas

Jillian Larson
Joanna Kuros
Jonathan Splitt
Josh Kumin
Kami Bredel 
Karen Hassebrock Ramon
Karen Ramon
Karen Salzer
Kate Morgan
Kathleen Beebout
Katie Murray Berman
Kent Mitchell
Kristi Hicks Steinhilber
Kristine Dolbeare



Kristi Hicks Steinhilber
Kristine Dolbeare
Kyle Donohue
Larry Hicks
Linda Wrinklewagon 
Lisa Deeds Tenney
Lisa Galloway Evrard
Lisa Meltzer
Madison Tenney
Makenzi Brock
Manuel Salgado 
Marcie McGahey Cecil 
Marcus Divita
Melissa Haas 

Melissa Jeffries-Butch
Michelle Lim
Microsoft employees
Misty Hazard
Natasha Wright
Nicoara Laura
Nisha Datta
Pamela Robertson
Phillip Kumin 
Pricco Family Trust
Rachel Carnaggio Bacigalupo
Rich Vose
Richelle Rothman
Rocío Almanza Guillén

Roya Brown
Scott Marvel
Shannah McAleer
Steve Guerrini
Suncor Energy
Suzy Nazimek
Tracey Whaley
Warren Buettner
Wendy & Rodd Merchant
Wendy Kitto Merchant

Individual Donations



Corporate Sponsors

Corporate Donations

ViaSAT Inc
BCER Engineering
CORE Consultants
Jeppesen

Kendra Scott
Zuni Street Brewery Company
Amazon Smile Matching

Kleinfelder Fundraiser
Integral Consulting
CORE Consultants

SUNCOR Energy
Steinhilber Consulting



Grants

Foundation Donations 

SIM Tank
Hispanic Contractors of Colorado

Tomkins Gates Foundation
Cherry Creek School District
Suncor Foundation



Corporate Partners

Burns & McDonnell
ViaSat
Arcadis
JEDunn
Mountain Vista OBGYN
Allosource
Google
Act on Drugs
BCER Engineering
Women in Cable Telecommunications
Structural Engineers Association of Colorado

Society of Women Engineers
Colorado Technology Association
Society for Management Information
Ellevate 



FINANCIALS

Disclaimer: At the beginning of this year, STEMblazers› accounting method switched from cash to accrual. Instead of going back for our whole organizational history, we chose to just do this for ‹18-›19 to keep the books 
cleaner long term. Additionally, our golf tournament fell on 8/1/19, and our fiscal year ended 7/31/19. Therefore, data was pulled into the fiscal year we are in. The total funds raised through our golf tournament held on 
8/1/19 were $54,587
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 Inspiring girls for a future
in STEM careers


